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BE_Class_TheWind_PractInvest 
 
Teacher Education Design 
Principle + code: 

2. Teacher education should provide teachers with skills and 
competences to carry out practical investigations of science and 
mathematics in the classroom.  
TE: PractInvest 

Specific Teacher 
Outcome(s): 

2.1 Teachers should be able to instigate and involve children in 
the design and conduct of practical investigations of science and 
mathematics in the classroom, as such activities can contribute to 
the development of children’s creativity. 

Factors linked with: LA: Plan 

Type of material (image – 
interview (int) – classroom 
extract (class): 

Class 

Originating from:   

 Country report : D4.3 – Belgian report 

 Case: Case 4 

 Episode: The Wind 

 Teacher: Lies 

 Age Group: 5-6 

Selected episode present in 
D4.4 Appendix 

No 

Link with 
DP 6: IBSE 
DP 17: Resources 
DP 11: Question 
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During the activity the children were allowed to experiment 
with different materials in front of a fan, to see if they move 
with the wind. After a while the teacher introduced boxes, the 
children had to arrange the objects in 
the boxes based on their reaction in 
the wind (before the fan). Later on 
they did a recheck and had to fill in an 
assignment card on which the objects 
were visualised. Then the children 
were also allowed to experiment with 

materials they found in the classroom. During the activity the teacher asked 
questions and encouraged the thinking process of the children. At the end of 
the activity they discovered that the canoe made a strange movement when 
placed in front of the fan.  

In this activity the main focus of the teacher was encouraging children to conduct an investigation 
and to observe and explain. She tried to make them check their observations by using different 
strategies (the boxes, the assignment card) and encouraged them to reflect on the things that were 
happening, such as in the fragment below.  

At this point one of the children brings in a canoe from the Indians.  
Child 4: Teacher, the canoe doesn’t move!  
And at that moment the canoe goes sidewards. 
Teacher: Oh, C4 look what’s happening. 
Child 4: it moves sideways. 
Teacher: And if we place it in the other direction, will it move too? 
Child 4 places the canoe in the different direction and notices it 
doesn’t move. 
Teacher: How is this possible? 

In this activity the children’s curiosity is encouraged by the research questions. The children are 
eager to know if an object will move. However, also in her coaching the teacher tries to foster the 
discovery urge and she herself is also excited. As such, she becomes an inquirer herself.  

Child 4 is placing the sheet of paper in front of the fan. 
Teacher: Oh, should the paper always fly away? 
Child 4 places the paper folded in two on the table in front of the fan.  
Teacher: Look, does the paper fly away now? 
All the 4 children are looking at the sheet of paper. 
Teacher: How did it come it flew away before? 
Child 2 is opening the sheet of paper and sees that it is flying away then. 
Teacher: What did you do with the paper? 
Child 2: I have opened it! 
Teacher: You had opened it. 

Planning investigations with wind 
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Child 4 is picking up the paper and places it open in front of the 
fan, but pushes it completely against the table. 
The children and the teacher are all looking what will happen. 
The paper stays at his place. 
Child 1 is picking up the paper and places it a little bit further 
on the table, and then it flies away. 
Child 3 is picking the paper up and places it back together with 
C1 on the table completely flat and then it doesn’t fly away, 
until they pick it up a bit. 

During their play, the children also discovered the possibilities of the fan, so they learned how handle 
this technical system in order to make it blow fast and slow, to change the direction of blowing,...  So 
they got the opportunity to handle this technical system in a proper way.  

The children discovered they could make the wind blow hard and soft, and this made them 
experiment with the other materials. 

Teacher: C1, you wanted to know if the isomo still flew, if the wind blows softer. 
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